
EXPERIENCE MORE FREEDOM AND ADVENTURE WITH OUR NEW 
OFF-GRID PACKAGES
Get the convenience of powering your electronics any time, anywhere.

1200W pure sine wave power inverter 

1 x 110W flexible solar panels 

30A MPPT Charge Controller

1200W pure sine wave power inverter 

2 x 110W flexible solar panels

30A MPPT Charge Controller

INVERTER SOLAR PANEL CHARGE CONTROLLER

Freedom X 1200 
Inverter (806-1212)

2 x 110W* Solar Flex Panels 
(781-0110)

30A MPPT Charge Controller with 
MPPT Remote Panel (710-3024-01)

INVERTER SOLAR PANEL CHARGE CONTROLLER

Freedom X 1200 
Inverter (806-1212)

1 x 110W* Solar Flex Panels 
(781-0110)

30A MPPT Charge Controller with 
MPPT Remote Panel (710-3024-01)

www.kz-rv.comTO LEARN MORE VISIT:

CONNECT OFF-GRID PACKAGE SPORTSMEN OFF-GRID PACKAGE

*Expandable up to 880W. Please consult your dealer for details. Additional charge  
  controller may be required.

*Expandable up to 880W. Please consult your dealer for details. Additional charge  
  controller may be required.

A MISSION CRITICAL ELECTRONICS BRAND

POWERED BY



Take youR dry camping experience + other RV adventures to another level

FREEDOM X 1200W
INVERTER

1200W continuous power 

Full power up to 40°C/104°F
Powers TV, vacuum, coffee maker, 
blender, laptop, and more

Enables incoming shorepower to 
pass through when plugged in 

Hardwired into the main AC panel 
so there’s power in plugs all the 
time to run electronics

+

MPPT CHARGE CONTROLLER AND 
CONTROL PANEL

30% more efficient in energy 
conversion compared to PWM 
charge controllers 

Specifically designed to charge 
lithium ion batteries 

Enables you to add more solar 
panels in the future 

+

220W XANTREX SOLAR FLEX PANELS

New PERC technology delivers more 
power than traditional solar panels

Weather, corrosion and strain resistant 

Superior performance in shaded and low 
light conditions 

2 x 110W panels wired in series to ensure 
maximum power output in all climates

Expandable up to a total of 880W*

*Please consult your dealer for details. Additional charge  
  controller may be required.

Whether it’s a short weekend gateway or a week long dry camping trip, the Xantrex Lithium Ion upgrade and off-grid package will ensure you always have the power you need to stay comfortable just 
like you were at home. The Xantrex system can power a range of electronics and appliances. It will keep batteries charged from the sun and shorepower when available while ensuring you always have 

power for essential electronics and appliances. This all happens quietly and efficiently behind the scenes allowing you to experience what you value the most – fun, freedom and adventure. 

Experience carefree RVing no matter where you gO

ADD THE OFF-GRID PACKAGE
FOR COMPLETE INDEPENDENCE

DOWNLOAD ON

CONNECT WITH

POWERED BY GFI OUTLETS

C-PAP

COFFEE MACHINELAPTOP BLENDER

VACUUM

A MISSION CRITICAL ELECTRONICS BRAND

OFF-GRID PACKAGE
ALL GFI OUTLETS POWERED


